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Nooksack River Water Management Solutions
A General Overview

Whatcom County routinely experiences widespread ooding in the winter months. But this
past late fall and winter was one of the worst on record and caused an estimated $1 billion in
damages in nearby Abbotsford, BC and about $100 million in damages and one death in
Whatcom County. Loss of animals was staggering, with over 500 dairy cows dead, nearly
700,000 poultry and 12,000 hogs –– mostly in lower BC. Hundreds in the county were left
homeless and many of those destitute. Farms and businesses were shattered, and many
people are emotionally broken over seeing their lives and livelihoods turned upside down.
As we have shifted into recovery mode it is crucial to look beyond short term xes and focus on the problems that got us
here. Climate change is clearly going to be with us for some time, and is almost certainly contributing to the
overabundance of water in our aquifers, river and streams in the winter. It also leads to a shortage of suf cient water in
our streams and rivers in the summer. That means this dual problem, already dire, will likely continue to accelerate.
The problems have been understood for some time. But there has not been the political will and community consensus
to solve them. Will the water crisis of 2021 nally provide the impetus for our community to act? If we do not, our
problems will only get worse, and our salmon and our farms will be the ones to suffer..
This paper will examine several of the options being considered and analyze their potential contribution to the twin
problems of summer ows and winter over ows. This is not a technical exercise but a high level view of the best possible
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The Twin Problems
In September 2021, about 2,500 mature salmon headed up the Nooksack river to spawn. These sh were desperately
needed to maintain dwindling salmon runs. But they died from a bacterial infection, resulting from high water
temperatures in the river caused by low river ows.
Just a short two months later, the Nooksack river
spilled over its banks, causing massive damage not
only to the community, but also to the river habitat
needed for salmon. Salmon beds were scoured, and
sadly numerous sh were found dying in farm elds
and roads.
There is far too much water, only a number of weeks
Image: wikipedia

after far too little water. This problem is made worse by
demands on water use during the low ows in summer

and early fall. Farms, homes and some businesses need water for irrigation right at the time when spawning salmon
most need clear, cool water. Therefore, the greatest need is at the time when our ow is lowest.
Climate change studies suggest that these twin problems are likely to get considerably worse. The Nooksack River, like
other rivers in the state, gets 60% to 70% of its ow from the snowpack on nearby mountains. Mount Baker’s snowpack,
which feeds the Nooksack, is among the healthiest in the continental US. But climate change has been reducing our
ability to rely on this snowpack to support needed summer ows. What’s worse, the change means more of the moisture
from the Paci c falls as rain rather than snow, concentrating the ow in a shorter period of time. That was demonstrated
with tragic results in the 2021 oods.

Water management is the only solution
The situation is summed up in this analogy: if someone earns far more money than they need at one time of the year,
and far less than they need at another time of the year, what advice would they be given? Rather than spending
everything right away when they get the money, the obvious advice is to save in the times when there is more than
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enough. If that person claims they don’t make enough money—referring to the time of low income—it is clear they are
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avoiding the obvious solution of saving. This person, like the Nooksack river, does not have a resource shortage, they
have a management problem.

The Nooksack lacks water management used by similar rivers
The Nooksack river serves two indigenous tribes, the Nooksack

Winter water storage is becoming more critical

Tribe and the Lummi Nation, providing major spawning

around the state as weather patterns decrease

grounds for the salmon on which their livelihoods and culture

snowpack and concentrate the time of ow.

depends. It also serves a growing community of over 230,000

Engineering Professor Jennifer Adams from

in Whatcom County. It features one of the most productive
farming areas in the nation with over 90,000 acres of farmland.

Washington State University says:
“The shift in timing points to seasonal water
storage. We’re losing our snowpack and

There are a number of other rivers in the state and region that

becoming more reliant on the reservoirs.”

serve multiple needs of community, farms, and the
environment, particularly salmon. Most of those similar rivers

manage the water resource through various means. Whether it be through natural methods such as wetlands and side
channel reconnections, or through arti cial means such as regulated storage reservoirs, it has become painfully obvious
that a different approach of signi cantly improved water management is urgently needed in the Nooksack basin.

Major water management options
There are a number of solutions being proposed to address one or more of the problems of enhancing sh, controlling
oods, and ensuring adequate water for farms and the community. This will provide an overview of some of these
options and the bene ts and limitations of each.

Flood Buyouts
The high cost of land in the Paci c Northwest has led to some ood-prone areas being developed. This has put some
homes and businesses in smaller cities along the river in jeopardy of being ooded in devastating events such as
November’s ooding disaster. One of the key methods for dealing with the cost of ooding is for these homes and
businesses to be bought out. While this can be a valuable tool, it isn't really a water management tool, but rather a way
to alleviate the cost of ooding to our communities. It is very costly, controversial, and upends lives. Often these
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owning their own property. This method
comes with a social cost that needs to be
very carefully weighed as well.

Sediment Management
Sediment including sand and gravel
accumulates in a river over time, creating a
shallower bed and contributing
signi cantly to seasonal ooding. This accumulation also harms sh habitat through destruction of structures and
salmon spawning areas. Human activity upstream, such as farming and logging, can contribute to sediment
accumulation. However, there is very limited farming activity in the upper reaches of the three forks of the Nooksack.
The bene ts of sediment management are
relatively low cost and feasibility in terms
of positive political action. But it is a
limited solution to sh enhancement and
if not done well could produce negative
effects. Modeling on ood control shows
sediment management having limited
impact on ood control, and it comes with
the requirement that it be continued
inde nitely to be effective.

Raise and Enhance Levees
Many rivers use dikes and levees to protect infrastructure from ooding. This helps keep the heavy ows within the
banks of the dikes and levees. Some have proposed enhanced levees near Everson to protect against the over ows that
proved so damaging in 2021. However, this would simply move the high volume of water downstream, with potentially
damaging consequences to downstream communities including Lynden, Ferndale, and the Lummi Nation. It is similar
to xing a leaky hose—if water is leaking out of the hose, xing it will result in a much stronger ow at the end of the
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hose. This is why the chart shows a low feasibility for this approach, despite its relatively lower cost.
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WRIA 1 Multipurpose Water Storage
Assessment and Annotated
Bibliography
In 2003 the Public Utilities District,
funded by a Department of Ecology
grant, produced a study on various
water storage options. These included
a wide range of ideas. Most are
outlined here. One of those options
was storage facilities created by dams.
Possible small dams in various
locations were included, as well as two
possibilities for larger dams that had
been considered earlier. One was not
considered feasible because of harm to
sh habitat and impacts to the
community and farmland. The second
proposed dam on the South Fork was
not considered in the study because, at
the time of the study, “the dollar costs
exceed the bene ts as a water supply
and ood control project.”
In light of the twin disaster of sh loss
due to low ow and loss of life, animals
and property due to high ow, this
evaluation should be reconsidered.

Dikes with Increased Over ow Areas
If dikes and levees are placed some distance away from the river the problem of
increased downstream ow can be alleviated. This would mean possibly hundreds
of acres of mostly farmland converted into a ood control zone. This would
signi cantly aid in ood control, but without having an impact on summer ows,
temperature and protection of water access for farms and the community.

Augmentation from Aquifers
Whatcom County is fortunate to have
two large aquifers. The Sumas
Abbotsford aquifer covers much of the
northern half of Whatcom County
including most farmland. About two
thirds is in Canada, which presents
some challenges in terms of assigning
rights to use this water. A second, “Deep Water” aquifer is in the northwest portion of the county and is not currently
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About 85% of farm water is taken from
the Sumas Abbotsford aquifer as most
farmers granted long standing rights to
take water from the streams and river
have converted those to groundwater
rights. Unfortunately, legal and
bureaucratic obstacles prevent further
conversions of these rights.
In 2017 farmers initiated a pilot project
in the Bertrand Creek to determine if the plentiful groundwater could be used to augment the creek during the low
ow late summer and early fall season. The project proved that water could be used to increase stream ow and that
removing groundwater did not result in loss of water to the stream. It also helped reduce stream temperature. While
possible, the infrastructure cost and challenges of using these aquifers to enhance river ow would be daunting.

Storage
Creating reservoirs, especially in the upper reaches of the Nooksack, will protect sh, prevent ooding and protect
access to water for farms and the community. Of the water management options examined here, it is the only one that
provides a solution for all three issues.
The environmental bene ts of storage are signi cant. Temperature and ow issues are resolved, and ood control
helps protect sh habitat as well as the community. Damages to prime farmland can be minimized or eliminated.
The question is what it will take to get
the storage solution we need, and
how long we will have to wait. The
sh kills and oods of 2021 are a
reminder of the urgent need to better
manage our water. No solutions are
possible without the constructive
participation of federal, state, local,
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decades have shown how challenging cooperation and collaboration among

The importance of habitat

these groups can be. Residents of Whatcom County must get involved, as

Instream and riparian habitat are very important
for sh. Solutions to the twin problems need to
take habitat into consideration. This is seen in the
references to sh structure protection which
involves instream habitat. But riparian habitat is
also important. Farmers through the Whatcom
Conservation Districts CREP program have
contributed very substantially to increased
riparian habitat and support additional voluntary
projects along our streams and river. Any solution
considered, including storage, should include an
evaluation of potential bene ts to sh recovery
through improved habitat.

of cials from these governments will come together to solve the twin problems
only through intense interest and engagement by the community.
There are important reasons why similar river systems in our region serving
multiple needs use storage to control ooding and support sh stocks. While
there are a number of ways to deal with the issues surrounding ooding and
low ows, storage is the most comprehensive multi-bene t water management
solution.
Storage reservoirs will:
Reduce or eliminate the sh kills experienced in 2021 due to high

•

temperatures
•

Increase ow in the river during the critical low ow seasons to a level necessary for healthy sh

•

Provide the ood control needed to prevent widespread loss of life of humans and animals

•

Protect critical salmon habitat

•

Help secure a reliable water supply for our community including farms

It is increasingly clear that storage will be a key part of managing all the community’s needs. Storage is the savings bank
for water as a resource, allowing water to be stored when it is more than plentiful in winter, and released to augment the
river during the hot late summer and early fall months. The ow is managed to maximize sh protection, helping keep
temperatures low and suf cient ow to support spawning.
Between an increasing population and climate change predictions, some believe that farms can be sacri ced to protect
water. But as mentioned above, farms draw about 85% of their water from the aquifer which means there is minimal
impact on stream ow. Hydrogeologists have shown if farmers stopped irrigating, it would add a very small amount to
the river ow –– about 1/4 of an inch. But farmers have pledged to continue to work on ways to improve water supply,
river ow and salmon habitat, and view water storage improvements as a key step to alleviate those concerns as well as
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the threat of future ooding disasters.
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